
Have you ever dreamed of what it would be like to watch the sunrise come up

as you are enjoying a steaming hot cup of coffee in a gorgeous secluded

mountain cabin?  Having the perfect place to enjoy the fresh mountain air

and natural surroundings are precisely what the body and mind need. 

How about checking out the Lake Cliff Retreat in Bryson City, North Carolina

in the heart of the Appalachian Mountains, or the Elk Spring Cabin in the

Rocky Mountains with breathtaking views of Pike's Peak? These "couple's

retreat" cabins are everything you would ever want in a vacation stay. From

the outdoor hot tubs to the wraparound decks, it is the perfect place to relax.

It is not uncommon to enjoy a wild animal or two, especially wild turkeys,

foxes, deer, elk, and on occasion bears. This epic travel plan includes many

fantastic hiking trails, fishing spots, and many other opportunities to enjoy the

uninhabited land of the pine forests.

That is not even the most exciting part.  As twilight begins, nature's perfect

outdoor living room has the best seats in the house, as each star makes an

appearance to show off their sparkling beauty. A dream come true as you

catch a glimpse of a falling star.

Choosing whether to visit the Rockies or the Appalachian Mountains will

inspire a sense of peace and relaxation you need to return to the hustle and

bustle. Start by making your dream come true!
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Coming in 2023, Montage Cay, a 48-acre private island resort. It is located along the

Sea Of Abaco in the Bahamas. The resort will have 50 ocean-view rentals, seven white-

sand beaches and a marina that holds up to 46 boats. The resort will have array of

gardens and dining, swimming pools, and outdoor showers. It will include a spa, a

venue for weddings and large celebrations. The marina will offer aquatic adventures

like fishing, snorkeling and boating.

    Montage Cay 
    Coming In 2023

Relax and take the time to learn about crystal clear
waters and white sand beaches. 

Great for a vacation,

Getting Human Again...

It happens more often than we care to admit, when the waves are crashing over

our heads, and we don't have the strength to keep treading. Exhaustion and

fatigue are common when we are stressed and overworked. We face this daily in

our work environment. Wanting to spend time away from your job is not selfish;

everyone needs a new adventure. Find something for everyone in your family.

Take action now; reclaiming your free time will make you and your family less-

stressed and happier. 

Maybe it is time to take that trip of a lifetime! 
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